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Implement constructive and perturbative search algorithms for the set covering problem (SCP). Information on
the SCP is provided in the accompanying introduction to the implementation exercise. Apply the implemented
algorithms to all the instances that are provided through the lecture’s webpage at http://iridia.ulb.ac.
be/˜stuetzle/Teaching/HO/. On the lecture’s webpage also a basic C++ code can be downloaded that
allows to (i) read an instance and (ii) fill basic data structures related to the instance read.

Exercise 1.1 Implementation, deadline April 4, 2016, 23:59

Implement four constructive local search algorithms that generate a solution by

• picking in each constructive step first an still un-covered element and then, second, a random set that covers
this element (CH1; random solution construction);

• using the cost value of the set as greedy value (CH2; static cost-based greedy values);

• using the value of the cost of the set divided by the number of elements a set covers (CH3; static cover
cost-based greedy values); and

• using the (adapted) cover value of a set, that is, the value of the cost of the set divided by the number of
additional elements that would be covered by adding the set (CH4; adaptive cover cost-based greedy values).

Note that in the construction no redundant set should be added, that is, at each construction step check first whether
a set contains at least one element that is not yet covered.

Implement a procedure to eliminate redundant sets from complete covers (RE). Note that such a procedure can
improve the cost as in a complete cover elements may be covered by more than one set and, thus, it may be possible
to remove some sets that have become redundant during the solution construction. When you eliminate redundant
sets, eliminate first those with highest cost.

For each of these constructive heuristics implement incremental updates of the evaluation function value and the
status of the current partial solution (elements covered, the number of sets that cover an element, columns to be
considered as candidates to be added, etc.).

1. Apply the four constructive methods CH1 to CH4 once to each instance without post-processing by redun-
dancy elimination.

2. Apply the four constructive methods CH1-CH4 once to each instance (using same random number seed)
with post-processing by redundancy elimination (resulting in algorithms CHx+RE).

3. Report for each of the experiments

• the average percentage deviation from best known solutions;

• the total computation time across all instances;

• the fraction of instances that profit from the redundancy elimination;

• statistics about the improvement obtained through the redundancy elimination (e.g. average, minimum,
maximum improvements).

4. Determine by means of statistical tests (in this case, the Student t-test or the Wilcoxon test), whether there
is a statistically significant difference between the solutions generated by the algorithms CH1 to CH4 and
CHx+RE.
Note: For applying the statistical test, the R statistics software can be used. The system is downloadable from
http://www.r-project.org/. A short introduction to the most important commands for executing
the tests will be given in the introduction into the implementation exercise on Feb. 17.
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Exercise 1.2 Implementation, deadline April 4, 2016, 23:59

Implement first-improvement (FI) and best-improvement (BI) algorithms for the SCP. In these two algorithms,
consider the neighborhood that consists of removing one column from the cover and completing the partial cover
by different columns. Apply redundancy elimination after each step.

Apply each of these algorithms once to an initial solution generated by CH1, CH4, CH1+RE, and CH4+RE. Hence,
in total eight algorithms should be tested obtained by the combinations of the four constructive heuristics with the
two iterative improvement algorithms. As variance reduction technique for the experiments make sure that the FI
and BI algorithms start from the same initial solution. This can be ensured by using for each of the executions on
a same instance the same random number seed. As the experimental results report for each of the experiments

• the average percentage deviation from best known solutions;

• the total computation time across all instances;

• the fraction of instances that profit from the additional local search phase.

Determine by means of statistical tests (in this case, the Student t-test or the Wilcoxon test), whether there is a
statistically significant difference between the solutions generated by the various algorithms.

Additional information on the implementation exercise:

• Recall that the successful completion of the implementation task is a pre-condition for passing
the examination.

• Every student solves the implementation exercises independently of others and sends (i) a report
in pdf format that concisely explains the implementation, reports the above requested results in
appropriate form, and gives an interpretation of the overall results (e.g. impact of constructive
heuristic or redundancy elimination on results (in dependence of constructive heuristic?), impact
of initial solution on quality of local optima, computation times of first- vs. best-improvement,
results of statistical tests, etc.); (ii) the source code of the implementation; and (iii) a spreadsheet
or textfile of the raw data that were used for statistical testing to leslie.perez.caceres@
ulb.ac.be. The source code is to be collected into a tar or a zip file. The source code
needs to compile without errors and when executed on the instance specified in the slides to the
implementation exercise produce the requested output.

• As programming language, you may use C, C++, or Java.

• Please take care that the code is reasonably documented and mention the exact commands for
compilation and execution on the example instance.

• The implementation for this implementation exercise sheet will be re-used for the second imple-
mentation exercise sheet.

Deadline for the implementation exercise:

• April 4, 2016 at 23:59


